
  

THE COLOUR RANGE is intended as a guide only. Please contact a Pacific 

Helmets representative or distributor for a true colour swatch.  

Custom colours available by request, minimum order quantity may apply. 
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DuPont™ Kevlar® and Fibreglass  
Reinforced Composite Shell provides integral 
strength and excellent penetration protection. 
This lightweight shell is chemical and UV 
resistant with inherent heat and flame 
resistance. Expected service life of 15+ years 
with proper care and maintenance. 
 

Pacific ratchet adjustable headband, 
sizing range from 52–65cm 
(downsizing adjustment kits and XL 
sizes available). Simple operation with 
a single gloved hand. Comes with 
comfortable front and rear sweat 
padding in your choice of leather, 
merino, or vinyl and is easily removable 
and replaceable for decontamination. 
 

6-point ribbon cradle harness, fully 
modular for easy cleaning and replacement.  

3-point chin strap. Single handed 
adjustment at multiple locations for 
maximum comfort and stability. 

SCBA and Easi On-Off Base (EOB) 
combo pair (optional). EOB only version 
as standard. Easi Glide Torch Holder and 
torch sold separately. 
 

Clear polycarbonate face shield 
provides high speed particle impact 
protection, with heat and flame 
resistance. Anti-scratch and anti-fog, 
optically correct, with full face cover for 
excellent splash protection. 

 

Pacific quick release buckle can be easily 
secured, released, and adjusted with a gloved hand. 

Unique full cranium polyurethane liner 
provides an excellent thermal barrier and 
superior shock impact absorption.  

Polycarbonate eye protector (optional) 
provides high speed particle impact 
protection, with heat and flame 
resistance. Anti-scratch and optically 
correct with full eye cover for excellent 
splash protection. Premium reflective trim (optional, standard 

dependent) with high  
retro-reflectivity for increased visibility. 
Customised Decals (badges, wording, and 
rank markings) are available by request. 
 

Flame Resistant Neck Protector (water 
proof or padded variations available). 
 
 

Front plinth with customised 
metal badge (shown, optional). 
 
 


